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these Bills were passed into law. It was my privilege to
hear those debates in the House of Commons, and I thinK
I only echo the general feeling of all educated men in this
country when I acknowledge our debt of gratitude to those
who so ably but so unsuccessfully fought for us both in the
Viceroy's Council and in the House of Commons. I do not
desire to renew these discussions, but now that the fight is
over, and the Bills have been passed into law, I often ask
myself if there is a single Englishman in this country with
an intimate knowledge of the country and its people who
honestly thinks that the reactionary measure was needed, or
that it is answering any useful purpose or that it has
strengthened the Government and increased its reputation
and credit in the eyes of Europe. Gentlemen, the measure
was based on a blunder—the blunder of connecting sedi-
tion with the spread of education The truth is precisely
the reverse of this. English education has not only not
produced sedition in the land, but it has been the strongest
weapon by which the Government has stamped out real
sedition in this country within the last fifty years. In the
dark days of 1857 and earlier there was real sedition in the
land,—a real wish in some dark and obscure cornen to
overturn this great Empire. That desire was bom of
ignorance and lurked amidst ignorant classes, and the
Government has successfully stamped out that feeling by
the spread of education. There never was a greater im-
perialist among the Governors-General of India than Lord
Dalhousie, and Lord Dalhousie strengthened and fortified
the Empire by giving effect to the famous educational des-
patch of 1854, and spreading education through vernacular
schools. There never was a stronger upholder of British
dominion in its darkest days than Lord Canning, and Lord
Canning established the Universities of Calcutta, Bombay

